While nearly everyone is familiar with cosmetics to enhance beauty, and pharmaceuticals that
are used to improve health and treat diseases, there is a new blend of the two that has come to
be known as cosmeceuticals. Products like the new Ageless line can be considered part of the
new cosmeceutical world.
New formulas, substances and patented
ingredients blend the artistry of cosmetics
with the science of pharmaceuticals to
create compounds that are used to enhance
and improve beauty.

Renovage®
Renovage® is found in our Ageless Serum
and Ageless Rapid Skin Tightener.
Renovage® was developed to treat rough,
dull, dry skin and reduce signs of skin aging
that include sagging, dry skin, larger pores,
age spots and wrinkles. This powerful
substance moisturizes and balances skin
while making it appear more youthful. It
does so in a unique way that aims to slow
the aging process within our skin.
The Origins of Renovage®

In skin cosmeceuticals, the active
ingredients have greater benefits to skin
health, often working at the cellular level to
reverse damage and improve the
appearance and foundations of the skin.
Skin cosmeceuticals have been developed
that will improve the moisture retention
properties of the skin, reverse aging signs
such as wrinkles and sagging of the skin,
increase the elasticity of the skin, and
ultimately give users skin which is
smoother, more supple, and is younger
looking.
This report takes a closer look at several of
the top cosmeceuticals currently being used
in our new products. While some of these
substances have been hailed as miracle
beauty products, the truth is that the
miracle lies in the science behind each
substance.

Renovage® was developed by the French
company Sederma as a means to address
cell reproduction. The scientists at Sederma
had an idea that the telomeres, a small part
of the human chromosome that holds the
structure together, might hold some of the
keys to aging and of cancer development.

They reached this conclusion based on the
fact that as a cell replicates, the telomere
becomes shorter and shorter, eventually
becoming so short that it can no longer hold
the cell together. Once this happens, the

cell either needs to be repaired, or more
typically it dies. The number of times a cell
is able to reproduce is measured with a
scientific theory called the Hayflick Limit,
which measures cellular reproduction
limits.
Cell Life
As we age, the number of times a cell can
be replicated decreases as the telomeres
become shorter more quickly. In infants a
cell may be able to replicate itself over a
hundred times, but for a 60 year old, a new
cell might be limited to just a few dozen
replications.

reproduction actually slows. The end result
is less wrinkles, firmer skin, and an
improvement in pore size and age spots.
Because Renovage® is working at the
cellular level to limit cellular damage, many
other important skin functions are also
restored. This means better skin hydration
and the ability of the skin to maintain
moisture better. It also gives the skin
better integrity as a barrier. This is evident
by the smaller pore size seen in users of
Renovage®. Overall, improvements in most
of the markers of skin aging are seen when
using Renovage on a regular basis.

By creating a compound that stabilizes the
telomeres and keeps them from becoming
shorter at a rapid rate, the Hayflick Limit is
increased. By increasing the lifespan of the
cells involved in skin maintenance and
health, many of the negative effects
experienced as we age can be limited or
even avoided. Once these factors are
removed, users experience skin that is
smoother and younger looking, with less
sagging and wrinkles.
The Benefits of Renovage®
Many other skin treatments can effectively
create short term reversals of the signs of
aging. For instance, thermage treatments
and laser treatments will remove the aging
symptoms seen from cellular death, but
they also promote rapid cell turnover which
causes cells to reach the Hayflick Limit more
rapidly. In essence, they give results now,
but for longer term, aging will progress
more rapidly.
With Renovage®, the telomeres of each cell
are protected and the cycle of cell

Hyacare® Filler CL
Hyacare Filler CL is found in our dermal filler
product, Ageless Line Smoother.
Injectable skin fillers have become very
popular as a means to erase wrinkles and
fine facial lines. However, many are either
afraid of the needles used with these
products, or simply wish to avoid these
more invasive procedures. Thanks to new
topical skin fillers such as Hyacare® Filler CL,
anyone can get the benefits of skin fillers

without subjecting themselves to invasive
injections.
The Origins of Hyacare® Filler CL
Injectable dermal fillers are often based on
cross linked hyaluronic acid which is used to
fill up wrinkles from underneath the skin.
Evonik Industries AG Personal Care saw that
many people were not happy with this
expensive and invasive approach and so
they developed Hyacare® Filler CL, which
was released just three years ago, as a
topical alternative to injectable fillers.
Hyacare® Filler CL is a unique cross-linked
polysaccharide
created
during
a
fermentation process. The fermentation
yields a topical hyaluronic acid that reduces
facial lines and wrinkles. It also has strong
hydrating properties, which supports skin
moisturization.

In addition to filling in fine lines and
wrinkles, Hyacare® Filler CL will hydrate the
skin very well when used regularly. It also
serves to smooth the surface of the skin
and increase the elasticity of the skin, which
provide long term benefits and make the
skin look years younger. Argireline®, known
as the natural botox, is also in this product
and helps smooth wrinkles.
Hyacare® Filler CL can be included in a large
variety of skin care products, from day and
night creams, to sun screens and even
lipsticks.

Matrixyl®
Matrixyl® is featured in all three new
Ageless serums, as well as in our Collagen
Peptide serum, Face Whisperer Night
cream, and Face Whisperer® Advanced Eye
Gel.
Any effective cosmeceutical meant to
improve skin quality and roll back the clock
on aging will need to include a compound
that helps to increase collagen and elastin
production. Matrixyl® is all about this!

The Benefits of HyaCare® Filler CL
Of course the wrinkle reducing properties
and the fact that this is not an injectable
filler are the most noticeable and sought
after benefits, but the skin improvements
don’t stop there.

Elastin and collagen that give skin its
elasticity, smooth feel, and plumpness – in
essence, how we looked when younger. As
we age, we produce less collagen and this is
a contributing factor to aging of skin. The
key to youthful, healthy skin is to bump up
collagen production.
The Origins of Matrixyl®
Matrixyl® was first formulated and released
by Sederma to the public in 2000. It is
composed of a type of peptide called a
matrikine, which is responsible for signaling

the skin to increase production of collagen
and elastin.

highly valued by those who wish to turn
back the clock on aging.

It also contains a second peptide that
improves the penetration of the molecule
through the structures of the skin. The
deeper the compound can penetrate, the
better it is able to increase production of
collagen and elastin. Since the release of
the original Matrixyl it has had a formula
change and two additional products based
on the original have been released –
Matrixyl 3000 in 2003 and Matrixylsynthe 6
in 2012.

Sesaflash®

To be clear, our Ageless serums and
Advanced Eye Gel have the original
Matrixyl® and our Collagen Peptide serum
uses Matrixyl® 3000.

SesaFlash® is specifically used for fast
tightening and is featured in our Ageless
Rapid Skin Tightener.
SesaFlash® is a new generation tightening
agent. The patented molecular active
ingredient combination contains sesame to
instantly and visibly smooth the skin, as well
as tighten it. Sesaflash® also incorporates
an effective long lasting hydrating effect.

The Benefits of Matrixyl®
Matrixyl’s primary benefit is in its
stimulation of the skin’s fibroblasts to
produce more collagen and elastin. This
function of Matrixyl® leads to increased
levels of collagen and elastin that gives the
skin the same smooth and plump look that
it had in youth.
The Origins of Sesaflash®

This is turn leads to a reduction in sagging
as elastin provides more support, and a
reduction in wrinkles as the skin is filled out
by the addition of collagen. Because our
bodies produce less collagen as we age, the
collagen boosting effects of Matrixyl® are

Sesaflash® is a patented molecular
ingredient from SEPPIC that combines
various polymer substances with sesame
protein to create immediate tightening of
the skin, which leads to smoother skin and
less wrinkles. It was not created for its long
term benefits, it doesn’t have many, but it is
an excellent product for smoothing skin on
a daily basis, as well as hydrating. (We have
added Matrixyl and Renovage for the longterm benefits of our serum.)

The fact that the formulation is made from
sesame seed proteins means it delivers
various nutrients and anti-oxidants to the
skin, leading to healthier skin over all.

Thank you, and if you have any questions,
do contact me! Sign up for discounts,
secrets deals and our newsletter on our
website.

The Benefits of Sesaflash®

Kathy Heshelow

Sesaflash® gives nearly immediate benefits
when applied in a concentration of 5-10%.
It instantly and visibly smoothes and
tightens the skin as it removes wrinkles and
fine lines with its tightening effect.
Within five minutes after application you
can feel it tightening the skin and providing
both firmness and moisture replenishment.
The effects last all day, while the hydration
remains for up to four hours. It is a perfect
addition to any longer term anti aging
solution with its immediate stunning effect.
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